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Intermarriage 
and Intermingling: 

Constructing the Planter Class 
in Louisiana's 

Sugar Parishes, 1803-1850 

BySARAH RUSSELL* 

Harnett T. Kane, one of the more colorful and prolific racon- 
teurs of Louisiana history, submitted that many generations had 
to pass before any Creole would "consider so curious a matter as a 
wedding proposal from an American."1 Indeed, it was established 
lore that Creoles disdained all social contact with the vast num- 
bers of ambitious Anglo Americans who swarmed into their midst 
in the years following the Louisiana Purchase. Although the 
term "Creole" has come to mean a Louisianian of African Ameri- 
can heritage in the twenty-first century, for the purpose of this 
essay, it will be used in the nineteenth century sense; to charac- 
terize white Francophone Louisianians of elite status. While this 
use of the term "Creole" is imperfect, it represents a sincere effort 
to concisely define the white Francophone planters as a group 
distinct from the foreign-born French, the Acadians who were not 
slaveholders, and from the small number of African American 
planters within the sugar parishes.2 Throughout the twentieth 

*The author has taught at Meredith College and North Caroline State Univer- 
sity. She is currently a faculty member at the North Carolina School of Science 
and Mathematics. 

1Harnett T. Kane, Plantation Parade: The Grand Manner in Louisiana (New 
York, 1945), 187. 

2"Creole" has become a problematic term in historical work. Louisianians of dif- 
ferent identities have laid claim to it over the centuries, each anointing themselves 
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century, most scholars of the region have continued to suggest 
that the culture and values of the nineteenth-century Creoles re- 
mained too distinct from those of the Anglo Americans for regular 
or easy intercourse between the two groups. While some evidence 
exists for this interpretation, it hides a more subtle reality; that 
despite their political suspicions of each other, the wealthiest and 
most powerful men in Louisiana, typically members of the sugar 
planter class, soon recognized that they had much in common re- 
gardless of their ethnic origins. Moreover, members of this 
planter class also recognized the importance of forging common 
kinship ties as the means of maintaining shared control over Lou- 
isiana's sugar region. In this context, soon after the Louisiana 
Purchase, many crossed that most definitive of ethnic barriers by 
marrying into each other's families and thus consolidating their 
political power and economic resources.3 Members of both groups 
not only collaborated in their control of the local government and 

the sole proprietors of it. In the broadest sense, it refers to anyone born in the 
Americas, but by the mid-nineteenth century, "creole" referred generally to those 
Francophones of elite status. By the late nineteenth century, white Louisianians 
of French or Spanish descent called themselves "creoles" and asserted that the 
term did not include anyone of African or mixed racial heritage or even of Acadian 
origin. By the late twentieth century, the term took on an opposite meaning; "cre- 
ole" is now used to denote exclusively Louisianians of color or mixed racial heri- 
tage. Since this essay is about social relations in the mid-nineteenth century, I 
will use "Creole" with a capital "C" to describe elite white Francophone Louisiani- 
ans. I will refer to Anglophones born in the United States as Anglo Americans. 
And, to avoid confusion, I will follow the scholarly model by using "Creole of Color" 
to define a Francophone planter of the African heritage. For further discussion of 
the term "creole," see Joseph G. Tregle, Jr., "On that Word 'Creole' Again: A Note," 
Louisiana History, 23 (1982): 193-98; and Virginia Dominguez, White by Defini- 
tion: Social Classification in Creole Louisiana (Brunswick, N.J., 1986), 1-16. On 
Acadian planters identifying themselves as Creoles, see Carl A. Brasseaux, Aca- 
dian to Cajun: Transformation of a People, 1803-1877 (Jackson, Miss., 1992), 8-9. 
For further elaboration on modern Creole identity, visit the website of the Louisi- 
ana Creole Heritage Center at Northwestern State University at Natchitoches, 
La., http:fl www.nsula.edu/creole/definition.asp. 

3Sociologist Fredrik Barth was among the first to examine the barriers that ex- 
isted between ethnic groups and the circumstances that might undermine those 
barriers. See Fredrik Barth, Ethnic Groups and Boundaries (Boston, 1969). In- 
termarriage, meaning unions between those of the same race, but different eth- 
nicities, is one of the leading indicators of the degree of interaction between differ- 
ent ethnic groups. That is, high rates of intermarriage between two ethnic groups 
suggest that members of both groups are also willing to interact on other levels as 
well. See David Heer, "Intermarriage," in Stephen Thernstrom, ed., The Harvard 
Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups (Cambridge, Mass., 1980), 513-14. 
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the plantation economy, but also created influential business, 
civic, and social associations together and pursued common edu- 
cational goals for their children. By the 1850s, those who had 
intermarried well had also created valuable links of privilege that 
extended beyond their immediate families to embrace well-placed 
friends and acquaintances both within and beyond their sugar 
parish communities.4 In this respect, they understood the value 
of ignoring fundamental cultural differences in order to protect 
their shared status as elites, as slaveholders, and most particu- 
larly, as white men surrounded by a black majority.5 

To understand how the mythology of social distance between 
these two groups became so entrenched, it is useful to trace how 
it emerged and became accepted within Louisiana historiography. 
At the turn of the twentieth century, a number of prominent Cre- 
oles viewed with dismay the declining status of French language 
and culture in Louisiana. Seeking to eulogize both the retreating 
Creole planter culture as well as the loss of the white South's an- 
tebellum glory, they constructed compelling visions of Louisiana's 
early history, imbued with the idea of a French Louisianian 
planter aristocracy, far superior to that of the Anglo American 
"invaders."6 Writing in 1894, historian Alcee Fortier portrayed 
the French colonial period as an illustrious and noble era, one in 
which the Francophone elite had created a superior culture of 
refined tastes in music, art, and social customs. Fortier asserted 

4A number of historians who have explored the structure of elite leadership and 
interests have identified family or kin connections as the preeminent factor in 
defining inclusiveness in upper-class circles. See Frederic Cople Jaher, The Urban 
Establishment: Upper Strata in Boston, New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles (Ur- 
bana, Ill., 1982), introduction; William and Jane Pease, The Web of Progress: Pri- 
vate Values and Public Styles in Boston and Charleston, 1828-1843 (New York, 
1985), 128-29. 

5George M. Fredrickson asserted that their common status as Caucasians 
united men of different economic classes in the American South. See George M. 
Fredrickson, White Supremacy: A Comparative Study in American and South 
African History (New York, 1982), introduction, 154-55. In antebellum Louisiana, 
shared whiteness unified men of the same class but different ethnicities. 

6Historian Joseph G. Tregle Jr. asserts that Charles Gayarre can be credited 
with originating the "Creole myth" in his speech "Creoles of History, Creoles of 
Romance" given at Tulane University in 1885. Tregle also unpacks much of the 
origins of this mythology as well as the shifting definitions associated with the 
word "creole" in Louisiana history. See Joseph G. Tregle, Jr., "Creoles and Ameri- 
cans" in Arnold R. Hirsch and Joseph Logsdon, eds., Creole New Orleans: Race 
and Americanization (Baton Rouge, 1992), 131-85. 
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that "Louisianians one hundred years ago took pride in their so- 
cial accomplishments and elegance." As an example, he noted 
that eighteenth-century planter Julien Poydras had, "in spite of 
his numerous occupations, found time to write poetry and sing 
[of] heroic deeds on his lyre."7 Other historians went to further 
lengths to burnish the sense of loss experienced by their peers 
now living in a broadly (read crudely) Americanized region. 
Grace King portrayed the lives of early French settlers as a model 
of elegant living. In her book Old Families of New Orleans, she 
states: "There was apparently little 'roughing it' during the early 
days of the city's life," and Creole brides of the colonial era found 

new homes [with] an outfit of furniture, linen, glass; and for 
themselves silks, satins, laces, and jewelry. They found await- 
ing them the best of servants, selected with a careful eye from a 
market stocked with samples of the best tribes of Africa ... 
their own language, the good manners of the Old World, and a 
society that, although gay, was kept within the bounds of the 
proper and discreet by the rigid maintenance of the etiquette in 
Paris and the strict enforcement of French laws for preserving 
the purity of blood and family prestige.8 

Emerging in tandem with this vision was the belief that shortly 
thereafter the sophisticated Creoles of the antebellum era would 
have nothing to do with the crass American immigrants. As U. B. 
Phillips stated in his study of Southern plantations, the Creoles 
had become "accustomed to polyglot life in their muddy capital 
... [but] they deplored becoming an enclave in an Anglo-Saxon 
continent."9 In the words of historian Edwin Adams Davis, "The 
Creoles ... frowned upon intermarriage with Americans, refused 
to learn their language, were resentful and contemptuous of 
them, and considered those who were Protestants irreligious and 
wicked."10 

7Alc6e Fortier, Louisiana Studies: Literature, Customs, and Dialects, History 
and Education (New Orleans, 1894), 8, 14. 

8Grace King, Old Families of New Orleans (New York, 1921), 7-8. 

9UIrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor in the Old South (Boston, 1939), 70. 

10Edwin Adams Davis, Louisiana: A Narrative History, 2nd ed. (Nashville, 1965), 
229. 
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By the middle of the twentieth century, fewer historians in- 
vested much effort in shoring up the image of a Creole aristoc- 
racy, but many continued to accept reflexively the concept of Cre- 
ole social isolation as they wrote about plantation life in Louisi- 
ana. In 1953, while creating a comprehensive history of the 
United States sugar industry, J. Carlyle Sitterson noted that the 
Creoles had "built a social barrier of bitter resentment between 
themselves and the Anglo American planters. The passing of five 
decades salved some of the Creoles' jealousy, but intimacy be- 
tween the two groups was rare."11 In 1967, historian Charles Du- 
four reiterated that the "aristocratic Creoles held themselves 
aloof from the 'American parvenus.""'12 In 1981, Liliane Crete as- 
serted that "Each strata of Creole society looked down on the 
strata below it, and all had nothing but contempt for the Ameri- 
can settlers."'13 More recently, in 1992, in her study of Louisiana 
slavery, Ann Patton Malone summarized the relationship by as- 
serting that while the Creoles were willing to sell land to the An- 
glo Americans, "they often remained socially aloof."''4 Much more 
recently, in 2001, Norman and Sand Marmillion asserted that the 
French Louisianian planters had "a value system more closely 
aligned with the slaves and tenant farmers . . . than the neighbor- 
ing Anglo American plantation owners of the same upper eco- 
nomic class."'15 

Some twentieth-century historians challenged this interpreta- 
tion of the relationship between Creoles and Anglo Americans in 
the nineteenth century. Joseph Tregle, Jr. returned to the old 
myth of Creole refinement, and debunked it thoroughly, describ- 
ing the colonial French Louisianians as profoundly illiterate liv- 
ing in "a rude village" that "held little possibility of promoting a 

1"J. Carlyle Sitterson, Sugar Country: The Cane Sugar Industry in the South, 
1753-1950 (Louisville, 1953), 69. 

12Charles Dufour, Ten Flags in the Wind: The Story of Louisiana (New York, 
1967), 157. 

13Liliane Cret6, Daily Life in Louisiana, 1815-1830 (Baton Rouge, 1981), 70. 

14Ann Patton Malone, Sweet Chariot: Slave Family and Household Structure in 
Nineteenth-Century Louisiana (Chapel Hill, 1992), 74. 

15Laura Locoul Gore, Memories of the Old Plantation Home & A Creole Family 
Album (Vacherie, La., 2001), 2. 
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highly cultivated lifestyle. "16 But even Tregle argued that bitter 
ethnic rivalries erupted as the two groups fought for political con- 
trol of the city of New Orleans and of the Territory itself.17 

In fact, a sampling of the provocative political rhetoric that cir- 
culated in nineteenth-century New Orleans helps explain why 
some historians grew committed to the vision of persistent hostil- 
ity between the two groups. In the years following the Louisiana 
Purchase, Pres. Thomas Jefferson and territorial Gov. William C. 
C. Claiborne made it clear that they considered the French Lou- 
isianians unfit for self-government. Not surprisingly, the Creole 
planters, the de facto leaders of the region, viewed this perspec- 
tive with indignation, and considered the Anglo American offi- 
cials in their midst as usurpers. Although Louisiana's elevation 
to statehood in 1812 eased tensions, political conflicts continued 
to flare up periodically well into the 1820s and 1830s. National 
and state political contests often sparked controversy apparently 
tainted by ethnic distrust. Of the Anglo Americans, Creole politi- 
cian Bernard Marigny complained that these "strangers in the 
land want to take all and share nothing! "18 City newspaper edi- 
tors were particularly willing to fan the flames of discord. In the 
Gallic newspaper, LAmi des Lois, critics of the new Anglo legal 
system decried "this confused mass of edicts handed down by the 
most ferocious of despots."19 In retort, The Louisiana Advertiser 
quoted an Anglo American who condemned supporters of a con- 
troversial French candidate, decrying the "vile mercenary 
wretches" who "manufacture anathemas against the proud sons 
of America.. ."20 These statements suggest that historians re- 
cording ethnic strife between Anglo Americans and Creoles were 
at least partly right, but much of the bitter language exchanged 

16Tregle, "Creoles and Americans," 142-44. 

17Although he focused primarily on the contentious politics of antebellum New 
Orleans, Tregle conceded that rural Creoles and Anglo Americans related to each 
other with much less friction and conflict than their counterparts experienced in 
New Orleans. He added that whatever dissent existed between the two groups 
they both agreed that "nothing in the world surpassed the importance of cotton, 
sugar and dollars." See Joseph G. Tregle, Louisiana in the Age of Jackson: A 
Clash of Cultures and Personalities (Baton Rouge, 1999), 40. 

18Ibid., 83. 

'9Ibid., 84. 

20Ibid., 93. 
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between the two groups in New Orleans mirrored the highly 
charged partisan rhetoric that defines politics and makes good 
press in any urban center. 

Out in the sugar parishes, the passion that enflamed the rheto- 
ric of the city, state, and national battles was rarely in evidence. 
Noting the lack of ethnic and political division in the sugar par- 
ishes, an editor of one local newspaper boasted: "I have been 
highly gratified in witnessing in every parish the utmost har- 
mony and goodwill. Those symptoms of discord, which to the 
mortification of every friend to this country manifest themselves 
in this our favored city, are nowhere discernible in the adjacent 
country.''21 In fact, both Anglo American and Creole planters fol- 
lowed the political contests in New Orleans with interest, but in 
contrast to their brethren involved directly in the fray, the emo- 
tions and opinions of these men were not determined by ethnic 
distrust. 

In the tumultuous period directly following the Louisiana Pur- 
chase, when anti-American feeling was at its zenith in New Or- 
leans, some Anglo Americans found the French elites of the rural 
parishes not only less hostile, but sometimes genuinely hospita- 
ble. Thomas Nicholls and his family came to the Attakapas re- 
gion from Washington, D. C., bearing useful, if controversial, 
connections to both Thomas Jefferson and territorial Governor 
Claiborne, two men often reviled by the prominent Creole politi- 
cians of New Orleans. Nonetheless, the Nicholls family found 
themselves warmly welcomed by Creole planter Frederic Pellerin, 
even though they spoke not a word of French. The Nicholls' in 
turn, welcomed the local Creole's attentions, because as Thomas 
Nicholls put it, "the few Americans we occasionally met with were 
of the low order, with whom we could have little or no communi- 
cation. We were consequently constrained to cultivate the Creole 
families, from whom we received every polite kindness and atten- 
tion."22 Evident in Nicholl's explanation was his awareness of the 
essential role class status would play in forging community be- 
tween interloping Anglo Americans and resident Creoles. For 
Pellerin also, it can be imagined that the mercenary value of forg- 
ing an association with friends of the new governor eclipsed loy- 
alty to Francophones in the community, particularly those not of 

21Donaldsonville LaFourche Gazette, January 22, 1826. 

22Lyle Saxon, Old Louisiana (New York, 1929), 113. 
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the planter class. Twenty years later, Anglo American Browse 
Trist, a sugar planter in Ascension Parish, noted with amuse- 
ment when Bernard Marigny, the candidate who had condemned 
the territorial officials with such vigor, won "the majority in the 
bayou, which shows he knew the persons he had to deal with bet- 
ter than those who ridiculed him." Thus, Trist, in supporting 
Marigny instead of Anglo American candidates Henry Johnson 
and Thomas Butler, revealed his willingness to distance himself 
from ethnic alliances.23 In these accounts, Creole and Anglo 
American elites residing in the isolated rural parishes, often rec- 
ognized the subtle but familiar indicators of their shared status 
and responded to them, while distancing themselves from the 
staunch divisions of New Orleans political circles. 

In the eyes of the rural planters, personal relationships and 
kinship ties influenced political choices much more than ethnic 
loyalties. Anglo American planter Joseph Erwin made it clear he 
refused to vote for any candidate, Anglo or Creole, who backed 
Andrew Jackson whom Erwin loathed for killing one of his sons- 
in-law in a duel.24 In the 1820s and 1830s, Henry Clay could 
count on support from Francophone Martin Duralde, a prominent 
planter in the Attakapas region, whose daughter Julie married 
Henry Clay's brother John, and whose son Martin Adrien mar- 
ried Clay's daughter Susan. The valuable political and kin con- 
nections did not end there for Duralde, whose youngest daughter 
ultimately married Gov. William C. C. Claiborne.25 Creole 
planter Michel Bringier formed a close friendship with Andrew 
Jackson, and gave his daughter Myrthe to Richard Taylor, who, 
along with being a successful sugar planter and later, a Confed- 

23Browse Trist to Nicholas Trist, July 20, 1824, subseries 1.2, Nicholas Philip 
Trist Papers, Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill (hereafter referred to as SHC). 

24Alice Pemble White, "The Plantation Experience of Joseph and Lavinia Erwin, 
1807-1836," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 27 (1944): 347. 

25Jacqueline 0. Vidrine, "Martin Duralde," in Glenn R. Conrad, ed., A Diction- 
ary of Louisiana Biography, 2 vols. (Lafayette, La., 1988), 1:273; Tregle, Louisiana 
in the Age of Jackson, 143. Intermarriage could function as a useful political strat- 
egy, helping to undermine ethnic animosity. Territorial governor William Clai- 
borne and a number of other prominent Anglo American office-holders married 
Creole women in the first decades of the nineteenth century. See Tregle, "Creoles 
and Americans," 162-63. 
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erate general, was also the son of Zachary Taylor, the president of 
the United States.26 

Instead of swapping ethnic and partisan insults in the manner 
of their peers in urban political arena, Anglo Americans and Cre- 
oles worked together to cement the authority of their class within 
their fledgling parish communities. Just as it was useful for forg- 
ing political loyalties on the state and national level, marriage 
between ambitious Anglo American migrants and the daughters 
of Creole landholders often became the means by which alliances 
were forged in parish politics. Shortly after marrying Anastasie 
Guidry in 1805, Pennsylvanian David Rees became sheriff and 
then justice of the peace in the Attakapas, while his father-in- 
law, Acadian planter Pierre Guidry, served on the police jury. 
After marrying Adelaide Demaret, daughter of a Creole land- 
holder, in 1810, John Moore served as justice of the peace in 
1816, parish judge in the 1830s, eventually going on to become 
both a state legislator and a United States congressman. His 
brother-in-law Martin Demaret served in both the police jury and 
the court of St. Mary Parish.27 Virginian Edward Duffel married 
Celeste Landry, the daughter of a wealthy Ascension Parish land- 
holder in 1810, and served variously as judge, recorder, notary, 
auctioneer, and president of the police jury from 1828 to 1845. 
His in-laws, the Landrys, also figured prominently in Ascension 
Parish offices from the 1820s to the 1840s.28 While elite Anglo 
Americans had an advantage in gaining parish offices due to 
their connections to the reigning national and territorial govern- 
ments, they often did so with the support of their Creole 
neighbors. In Ascension Parish, Anglo American Browse Trist 
bragged "I am getting to be quite a public character; I am justice 
of the peace, one of the administrators of the public schools, and 
clerk of court and my election to the legislature this year is pretty 

26"The Bringiers of Louisiana: An Antebellum Dynasty," included in the 
Bringier (Louis A. and Family) Papers, Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley 
Collection, Hill Memorial Library, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge (here- 
after referred to as LLMVC). 

27Gertrude C. Taylor, "John Moore: Planter, Politician, Husband, Father" Atta- 
kapas Gazette, 12 (1984): 146-52. 

28David Rees Papers, folder 15-20, Manuscripts Department, Howard-Tilton 
Memorial Library, Tulane University, New Orleans; Taylor, "John Moore," 148-49; 
Planter's Banner and Louisiana Advertiser, July 9, 1846, May 6, 1847; Henry Duf- 
fel Memoranda Book, 1843-1855, W. R. Buffington Papers, SHC. 
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certain...." He added that two of his Creole neighbors, Materre 
and LeBlanc, supported his candidacy.29 

In part, white slaveholders in the sugar parishes, regardless of 
ethnicity, recognized their need for mutual cooperation as an ur- 
gent and brutally practical reality. They were compelled to forge 
local political and legal systems that would protect them from the 
enslaved black majority which surrounded them.30 Both groups 
participated in slave patrols, and shared the job with the usually 
poorer Acadian whites in the community. It should be addition- 
ally noted that some of the more ambitious Acadians had a vested 
interest in protecting the plantation system. Those among their 
community who achieved planter status sought to associate them- 
selves with the white Creoles both socially and politically. To 
some extent, the most successful Acadian planters essentially 
became "Creoles," divesting themselves of their Acadian cultural 
baggage.3' Virtually all the white men who had a stake in per- 
petuating this slave society served time on the slave patrols, po- 
lice juries, and within the parish courts. It is notable, however, 
that, while black slaveholders of planter status might have simi- 
lar interests in reinforcing control of the slave population, they 
were given no official role in parish law enforcement.32 

Within the court system, white slaveholders, regardless of their 
language or heritage, consistently emphasized their shared sense 
that establishing an orderly, strictly regulated slave society took 

29Browse Trist to Nicholas Trist, July 12, 1827, to subseries 1.2, Nicholas Philip 
Trist Papers, SHC. 

30For further exploration into the laws that governed the institution of slavery 
in antebellum Louisiana, see Edward F. Haas, Jr., Louisiana's Legal Heritage 
(Pensacola, Fla., 1983); Judith Kelleher Schafer, Slavery, the Civil Law, and the 
Supreme Court of Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1994), ch. 1. 

31Vaughan Baker, "The Acadians in Antebellum Louisiana: A Study in Accul- 
turation" in Glenn R. Conrad, ed., The Cajuns: Essays in Their History and Cul- 
ture (Lafayette, La., 1978), 120-22. For further discussion of Acadian life in the 
nineteenth century, see Brasseaux, Acadian to Cajun, particularly page 4 regard- 
ing social mobility in the Acadian community. 

32Lacy K. Ford reinforced George Fredrickson's argument that political unity in 
the South rested on white men's sense of shared racial identity, regardless of their 
economic status. Moreover, exclusion of blacks from political participation created 
greater harmony and democracy for the whites. See Ford, Origins of Southern 
Radicalism: The South Carolina Upcountry, 1800-1860 (New York, 1988), 352-53, 
360-61. 
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precedence over all other concerns.33 In roughly equal numbers, 
French Louisianian and their Anglo American peers sat in judg- 
ment of behavior that threatened the stability of their small com- 
munities. In 1812, Justice of the Peace David Rees and four 
Francophone members of the St. Martin Parish criminal court 
sentenced a disruptive runaway to one hundred lashes, and 
forced him to wear a collar with three nine-inch prongs on it for 
six months.34 In 1817, in St. Mary Parish, a slave named Booker 
was convicted of killing Pierre, another slave. Eleven white wit- 
nesses, an almost equal number of Anglo Americans and French 
Louisianians, testified against Booker and he was sentenced to 
death by hanging.35 Although both slaves belonged to a planter 
prominent in the St. Mary community, the parish court and the 
white residents it represented were unified in their willingness to 
punish these acts of slave insubordination. 

Louisiana law required that all court members be slaveholders 
in cases involving slaves accused of capital crimes. This stipula- 
tion occasionally benefited the defendant in that the planters' 
knowledge of a slave's monetary value might incline them to- 
wards leniency.36 Operating against such an instinct, however, 
was the reality that the sugar parishes remained a sparsely set- 
tled and volatile frontier. Even at mid-century, the ratio of white 
inhabitants to blacks in most parishes remained small. In 1844, 
a St. Mary jury comprised of Anglo American and Creole slave 
owners tried Thomas Kershaw for violating the residency rule 
whereby one white person must reside on a plantation for every 
thirty slaves resident. As they struggled to reach a verdict, the 
jury noted that the case was of great interest "as there is not one 
plantation in this parish on which there are upwards of one hun- 

33Judith Kelleher Schafer argues that Anglo American common law ameliorated 
some aspects of Louisiana's black code, but for most of the antebellum period, Lou- 
isiana slaveholders and law makers found consensus in creating slave law, the 
primary purpose of which was "to keep slaves and protect the property rights of 
owners." See Schafer, Slavery and the Supreme Court, 9-10. 

34David Rees Court Docket for St. Martin Parish, La., 1810-23, in Kenneth M. 
Stampp, ed., Records of Ante-Bellum Southern Plantations from the Revolution 
through the Civil War (Frederick, Md., 1985), microfilm series H, Selections from 
Tulane, David Rees Papers, Reel 29. 

35State of Louisiana v. Booker, "a slave" (1817) St. Mary Parish Criminal Re- 
cords, St. Mary Parish Courthouse, Franklin, La. 

36Schafer, Slavery and the Supreme Court, 63. 
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dred negroes on which the proper number of white persons re- 
side."37 White residents' persistent sense of vulnerability under- 
scored their collaboration in the parish courts. Although white 
Anglo Americans and French Louisianians of St. Mary Parish 
were unified in their thinking regarding this issue, they did not 
address the ambiguous status of black planters, defined by their 
slaveholding status as dominant but by race as subordinate, in 
their formulation of residency requirements. 

Even outside of the court system, white men of different eth- 
nicities collaborated to reinforce the rules of their plantation soci- 
ety. If a planter in their midst broke rank in his treatment or 
punishment of slave insubordination, slaveholders, regardless of 
their ethnicity, joined in censuring his actions. When a sugar 
planter in Iberville Parish allowed an overseer and a slave to es- 
cape unscathed after the two men had murdered another bonds- 
man, a group comprising both Anglo and Creole neighbors con- 
fronted the planter.38 No plantation society could function with- 
out consensus and cooperation among its white residents, regard- 
less of their origins. 

While political and judicial unity among the elites was critical 
for establishing control over the rural frontier, shared economic 
interests and cooperation served as the foundation for it. Often 
business partnerships emerged simultaneously and sometimes 
set the precedent for political alliances. Struggling themselves to 
master the complexities of the sugar cultivation, many Creoles 
found it in their best interest to work with the Anglo American 
migrants who shared the same objectives; extracting profit from 
this challenging, labor- and capital-intensive crop. Upon arrival 
in southern Louisiana, wealthy Anglo Americans found cash- 
hungry French Louisianians eager to sell land to them. In turn, 
the newcomers helped bring slaves to labor-needy locals, some- 
times bartering their own, sometimes sharing their connections 
to slave traders on the east coast.39 

37State of Louisiana v. Thomas Kershaw (1844), St. Mary Parish Criminal Re- 
cords, St. Mary Parish Courthouse. 

38John Slack to Henry Slack, August 29 and September 19, 1851, subseries 1.1, 
folder 7, Slack Family Papers, SHC. 

39Sarah Paradise Russell, "Cultural Conflicts and Common Interests: The Mak- 
ing of the Sugar Planter Class in Louisiana, 1795-1853" (Ph.D. dissertation, Uni- 
versity of Maryland, College Park, 2000), ch. 3. 
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Just as their kinship ties provided them with political and 
commercial networks, intermarriage also provided tangible mate- 
rial benefits for Anglo American and French Louisianian men. 
Through his family connections, John Moore acquired a sizeable 
piece of property adjacent to his Creole brothers-in-law, Louis 
and Martin Demaret. Another Demaret sister, Marie Alix, mar- 
ried Jefferson Caffery who brought seventy-five slaves to the un- 
ion.40 In 1817, the intermarried Duffels and Landrys formed a 
planter partnership that soon yielded one of the larger sugar op- 
erations in Ascension Parish, even as both families dominated 
parish politics.41 In reverse of the typical order in which Anglo 
Americans married Creoles to gain access to plantation land, in 
1842, Creole planter Paul Hebert married Cora Wills Vaughn, the 
daughter of one of the largest Anglo American landholders in 
Iberville Parish. A decade later, Hebert became governor of Lou- 
isiana.42 

Commercial transactions yielded partnerships which, in turn, 
nurtured associations that, in a manner similar to political alli- 
ances, often resulted in marriages. These, in turn, further 
strengthened the political, economic, and social unity of the white 
planter class. As they created a steady economic exchange, Anglo 
American men took as wives Francophone women who were often 
the daughters or relatives of Creole men with whom they did 
business, thus deepening their commitment to each other. In 
communities where Anglo Americans remained less than 1 per- 
cent of the population, the rate of ethnic intermarriage was negli- 
gible,43 but between 1810 and 1820, marriages between Anglo 
Americans and French Louisianians represented between 10 and 

40Taylor, "John Moore," 146-52; The Third Census of the United States, Louisi- 
ana, St. Mary Parish, La., 1820; St. Mary Parish Index to Marriages, 1811-1845, 
St. Mary Parish Courthouse. 

41Ascension Parish Conveyance Records, 1788-1836 Ascension Parish Court- 
house, (microfilm). 

42Albert Leonce Dupont, "The Career of Paul Octave Hebert, Governor of Lou- 
isiana, 1853-1856," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 31 (1948): 6. 

43The term "intermarriage" can be interpreted as meaning between people of 
different races, but for the purpose of this essay, it will be used solely to describe 
marriages between people of the same race, but of different ethnicities, that is 
Anglo American and French Louisianian. For more detail on the differences in 
patterns of intermarriage between those of same race versus those of different 
races, see Heer, "Intermarriage," 513-14. 
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20 percent of the legal unions in some the wealthiest sugar par- 
ishes, including Ascension, Iberville, and St. Mary. In these par- 
ishes, Anglo Americans represented 7, 15, and 52 percent respec- 
tively of the total populations.44 Notably, in parishes where they 
were sparsest, Anglo Americans were disproportionately men. In 
these communities, intermarriage rates between Creoles and An- 
glos were highest, typically close to 20 percent of total marriages, 
perhaps reflecting the willingness of Anglo American men to 
cross ethnic boundaries to marry locally. In contrast, in St. Mary 
Parish, where Anglo Americans represented more than 50 per- 
cent of the population, the rate of intermarriage was lower, re- 
flecting the larger marriage pool of both Anglo American men and 
women from which suitors could choose mates with backgrounds 
similar to their own. Nonetheless, intermarriage rates were 
never lower than 10 percent in these parishes, representing a 
significant portion given the sparse population of the region over- 
all, and the fact that most of it remained overwhelmingly French 
Louisianian.45 Furthermore, these unions may have had more 
impact on their communities than their numbers indicate, for 

44Early parish records tend to be imprecise, but in a sample of three major 
sugar producing parishes, Ascension, Iberville, and St. Mary, the percent of ethni- 
cally mixed marriages were, respectively, 20 percent, 17 percent, and 13 percent 
between 1810 and 1820. In part, these high percentages reflect the fact that men 
outnumbered women in the region, and the numbers of Anglo American women in 
the sugar parishes was particularly small between 1810 and 1820. Ascension 
Parish Index to Marriages, 1770-1980; Iberville Parish Marriage Licenses, 1807- 
1810; Iberville Parish Index to Marriages, 1810-1820; St. Mary Parish Marriage 
Licenses, Vol. I, 1811-1829; Mary Elizabeth Sanders, comp., Selected Annotated 
Abstracts of Marriage, Book 1, St. Mary Parish, Louisiana, 1811-1829 (Baton 
Rouge, 1974). For population figures, see the Third and Fourth Census of the 
United States, 1810 and 1820, Louisiana, Ascension, Iberville, and St. Mary par- 
ishes. 

45The decrease in intermarriage after the 1820s may reflect the fact that the 
Anglo American migrants to the region in the 1830s and later were more likely to 
be older than their predecessors and already married by the time they purchased 
property in the sugar parishes. See Russell, "Cultural Conflicts and Common In- 
terests," ch. 5. Paul Lachance, in his examination of intermarriage in New Or- 
leans, asserts that rates of intermarriage between the Creoles and outsiders, in- 
cluding foreign French, refugees from Saint-Domingue, and Anglo Americans var- 
ied with the shifting politics and demographics of that city in the early nineteenth 
century. Nonetheless, Lachance concludes that while Creoles were more likely to 
marry Francophones they were far less culturally insular in their marriage choices 
than has been previously believed. See Paul Lachance, "Intermarriage and French 
Cultural Persistence in Late Spanish and Early American New Orleans," Histoire 
Sociale/Social History, 15 (1982): 47-81. 
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they often merged families of significant property holdings or po- 
litical prominence. They thus exercised greater influence on their 
society and economy than would unions between of partners of 
non-elite status. 

Largely because they could deepen the commitments between 
political allies, forge legal and judicial consensus, and strengthen 
financial partnerships, sugar planters chose their marriage part- 
ners with cold-blooded practicality. In most circumstances, if a 
potential spouse was not linked to a promising financial opportu- 
nity, the prospect of marriage disappeared. Browse Trist fell 
"somewhat in love with a young lady in the neighborhood," the 
daughter of a local Creole planter, but did not consider her eligi- 
ble, admitting privately to his brother that although the father 
had "60 or 70 hands" the man was also much in debt and bur- 
dened with a large family. Nonetheless, he continued to visit and 
flirt with the woman at her home. When confronted by her father 
regarding his intentions, Trist demurred, telling the man that 
''marriage was not a step to be taken without deliberation," but 
he promised to stop wooing the girl, noting that, since her father 
was "a man of great pride, he will no doubt hate me cordially."46 

For Trist, neither love nor honor interfered with making a prof- 
itable match. Ultimately, he pursued Rosella Bringier, the 
daughter of Michel Bringier, one of the most successful sugar 
planters in Louisiana. Rosella was sixteen years his junior, but 
more importantly in Trist's eyes, her father was "an admirable 
planter who is not only out of debt but has ready money." In 
terms somewhat less romantic than those with which he consid- 
ered the woman he had courted previously, he declared his new 
wife "a prize in the matrimonial lottery . .. though not of brilliant 
cast [she] evinces a good sound mind."47 Browse Trist probably 
admired Rosella, but the callousness and speed with which he 
dropped out of his first courtship upon deciding the family's for- 
tunes were insufficient reveals that he functioned within a sys- 
tem in which economic interests took brutal precedence over all 
others. 

46Browse Trist to Nicholas Trist, April 30, 1832, subseries 1.2, Nicholas Philip 
Trist Papers, SHC. 

47Browse Trist to Nicholas Trist, April 30, 1832, August 27, 1834, subseries 1.2, 
Nicholas Philip Trist Papers, SHC. 
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Within the Louisiana planter class, however, Trist cannot be 
considered unusually mercenary for the manner in which evalu- 
ated his marriage prospects. Trist's father-in-law, Michel 
Bringier, was equally calculating in the use of marriage as a 
means of solidifying and expanding family profits. His sons-in- 
law included Trist, Duncan Kenner (married to Nanine Bringier), 
and Richard Taylor (married to Myrthe Bringier). These three 
men were politically and financially well-connected Anglo Ameri- 
cans and successful sugar planters. For these men, differences in 
heritage and culture had little impact on the main objective, 
namely the consolidation of wealth and influence. In this respect, 
they followed marriage rules similar to those already established 
among the societies of planter elite throughout the South.48 

Such willingness to disregard cultural differences between po- 
tential spouses did not extend to an open-minded approach to- 
wards racial differences. White men's transactions with black 
slaveholders or farmers, no matter how prosperous or fruitful, 
offered no opportunities for friendship or courtship. The Ricard 
family owned a vast and successful sugar plantation in Iberville 
Parish, and regularly participated in conveyances of land and 
slaves with their nearby planter neighbors.49 They were Creoles 
of Color, however, and thus socially isolated from white planter 
society. Ultimately, their kin networks remained exclusively lim- 
ited to the small number of elite families of color along the Mis- 
sissippi coast.50 

As the white sugar planters established control over their local 
governments, their plantation resources and labor, and their ra- 
cially ordered society, they were also forging the subtler trap- 

48This phenomenon was not uncommon in elite societies throughout the nine- 
teenth century, southern or otherwise, but it was certainly definitive and marked 
within planter societies of the established South. See Anne Firor Scott, The 
Southern Lady: From Pedestal to Politics, 1830-1930 (Charlottesville, Va., 1970), 
23-8; Catherine Clinton, Plantation Mistress: The Women's World in the Old South 
(New York, 1982), ch. 5; Pease and Pease, The Web of Progress, 129; Elizabeth Fox- 
Genovese, Within the Plantation Household: Black and White Women of the Old 
South (Chapel Hill, 1988), 207-10. 

49Iberville Parish Conveyance Books 1811 to 1845; Pierre A. Degelos, Statement 
of Sugar Made in Louisiana, 1844-1845 (New Orleans, 1845). 

50Although sexual liaisons across racial boundaries remained a common occur- 
rence in antebellum Louisiana, no such relationship was sanctioned by the courts 
and churches of the sugar parishes. Russell, "Cultural Conflicts and Common 
Interests," 155. 
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pings of shared privilege, if more erratically. Just as settlers of 
other American communities had done in earlier times, sugar 
parish planters sought to construct institutions that would give 
permanence to their society and their place within it. If land and 
slaveholdings determined status, creation and support of 
churches, associations, clubs, and schools reinforced the planter's 
elite credentials. Intermarriage was an essential factor in creat- 
ing some of these institutions. For others, it was indirectly help- 
ful for forging unity across ethnic differences. 

In the rural parishes, religious institutions could become a 
source of social distance between the ethnic groups, but not con- 
sistently, and kinship connections often determined who shared 
churches and who did not. English settlers often built churches 
before they put up any other community structures in British 
North America, and the Ursuline Convent was one of the first 
edifices in French colonial New Orleans. Thus, the early settlers 
of both Anglo-America and of French Louisiana paid tribute to 
their respective faiths. 

With the arrival of the Anglo Americans in Louisiana a century 
later, however, the depth of religious commitment among both 
the locals and the newcomers was put to the test. In the same 
heated prose with which they chronicled political conflict, pious 
Anglo Americans communicated their disgust regarding the 
French Louisianians' easygoing attitude towards the Sabbath, a 
day which the French Louisianians often reserved for social and 
recreational activities. Joshua Toumlin, writing to President Jef- 
ferson in 1805, revealed the dismay of these Anglo American 
residents of territorial New Orleans as he "deeply lament[ed] ... 
the superstition and idolatry" of New Orleans.51 But if some were 
alarmed by the lack of piety in the city, they could not limit their 
concern to Louisiana's French population. In 1806, a traveler to 
the city noted that even Anglo Americans "disregard the Sabbath 
entirely; or they go to the Catholic Church. They go as to a spec- 
tacle, where fine women are to be seen, and where fine music is to 
be heard!" Throughout the antebellum era, Anglo Americans fre- 
quently complained of the pernicious influence of French Lou- 

51Joshua Toumlin to Thomas Jefferson, November 28, 1805, Jefferson Papers, 
Library of Congress, quoted in George Dargo, Jefferson's Louisiana: Politics and 
the Clash of Legal Traditions (Cambridge, Mass., 1975), 47n. 
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isianian mores and associated "priestcraft."52 Upon hearing that 
her son had married a French Louisianian, David Rees' mother, 
from her home in Pennsylvania, fretted that he lived among peo- 
ple "whose religion if any they have, is so different from that in 
which you were brought up in[.] [H]ow can you content yourself 
to live that way?"53 

But the men of the sugar planter class rarely indulged in the 
anxieties of the staunchly faithful. While in New Orleans, St. 
Mary Parish planter Francis Richardson noted the popularity of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, observing mildly that "the bene- 
ficial effects are obvious to all. Members drink less and attend 
more closely to business."54 Meanwhile, men of the Creole planter 
class went to mass mostly to escort their wives and families and 
then left hurriedly to pursue more entertaining engagements.55 
Sometimes even casual association with the relaxed Catholic 
community of the sugar parishes was sufficient to lure a luke- 
warm Protestant from the fold. One resident of the Attakapas 
observed that his father had been "a Methodist by birth, rearing 
and tradition, but when he came to Louisiana, through his con- 
tacts and through the persuasion of the [French Louisianian] 
Darby family he joined the Catholic Church."56 

Perhaps because of their relative lack of religious urgency it 
was not until the 1840s that local community leaders began sig- 
nificant efforts to construct churches, both Catholic and Protes- 
tant, throughout the sugar parishes. Most rural parishes had at 
least one Catholic Church by the end of the colonial period, but 
for the first twenty years of the nineteenth century few residents 
showed any inclination to add more religious structures of any 

52L'amis des Lois, January 18, 1825; Louisiana Advertiser, July 24, 1834, March 
23, 1835. 

53Margaret Morgan to David Rees, June 8, 1805, folder 14, David Rees Papers, 
Tulane. 

54Francis Dubose Richardson to Bethia Richardson, February 3, 1850, series 1, 
Caffery Family Papers, SHC. 

55In her study of St. Mary Parish, Jewel Lynn de Grummond suggested that at- 
tendance at religious services, whether Catholic or Protestant, was "not as good as 
one might expect." Jewel Lynn de Grummond, "A Social History of St. Mary Par- 
ish, 1845-1860," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 32 (1949): 16-101. 

56Quoted in Glenn R. Conrad, ed., New Iberia: Essays on the Town and Its Peo- 
ple (Lafayette, La., 1979), 112. 
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sort. In St. Mary Parish in 1817, Anglo American Alexander 
Lewis donated land to Creoles Frederic Pellerin, Alexandre Frere, 
and Honore Carlin, commissioners in charge of building a Catho- 
lic Church for the community. In 1833, Lewis sued the commis- 
sioners for not having yet constructed the church, and although 
the case was settled, no construction began until the 1850s.57 Of- 
ten, these new structures did not so much reflect a quickening 
sense of piety, as a pride in the permanence of an institution. As 
one Iberville Parish planter crowed to his brother: "If you were to 
see this new building you would deduct there were Yankees in 
this country; it is one of the neatest affairs I have seen in a long 
time, and is quite an ornament to our bayou."58 

While few of the rural planters expressed concerns about the 
lack of Christian religiosity in their rural communities, intermar- 
riage did much to undermine any feelings of religious alienation, 
however slight. Anglo American men who were not Catholic sim- 
ply converted when they married French Louisianians. Ulti- 
mately, where intermarriage did not create converts, white sugar 
planters accepted the barrier that separated their religious lives. 
Nonetheless, the boundary was de facto, casual, and not passion- 
ately defended in the face of other interests, and easily, at least 
for many Anglo American men, crossed for the right incentives. 
The exception to this fluidity again rested with differences of 
race, not religion. Free black members of the sugar parish com- 
munities, regardless of status, were compelled to create their own 
places of worship, insulated from the white community.59 

If religion was not the portal into one another's culture, neither 
did it interfere with the pursuit of shared recreation for white 
Anglo and Creole men of the planter class. In part, the men's al- 
liances in pursuit of economic advantages compelled them to cre- 
ate associations in which they shared information on agricultural 
improvements and technology. In 1833, for instance, the board of 
directors for the Agricultural Society for the State of Louisiana 

57William T. Shinn, "The First Catholic Church in Franklin," Attakapas Gazette, 
23 (1989): 11-15. 

58Charles Slack to Henry Slack, December 25, 1848, subseries 1.1, folder 6, 
Slack Family Papers, SHC. 

590ne such notable example was the chapel built and sustained by the free 
black community in Isle Brevelle, Natchitoches Parish. See Gary B. Mills, The 
Forgotten People: Cane River's Creoles of Color (Baton Rouge, 1977), ch. 6. 
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was almost evenly divided between Anglo and Creole members.60 
Just as they formed associations to share agricultural informa- 
tion, parish planters joined political clubs, ostensibly to express 
their support for national candidates and hear speeches from op- 
posing party representatives. Despite the formal purpose of the 
meetings, members found plenty of time for hosting barbecues 
and drinking while listening to party rhetoric. In 1848, the Cen- 
treville Rough and Ready Club of St. Mary Parish included an 
almost even mix of Creoles and Anglos supporting Zachary Tay- 
lor. The Granite (Democratic) Club of Iberville Parish included 
Creole planters Adolphe Dupuy and Louis Hebert (father of Gov. 
Paul Hebert) as well as their Anglo counterparts, Edward Butler 
and Isaac Erwin.61 

Political allies frequently shared other interests. The Patter- 
sonville hunt club of St. Mary Parish drew many planter mem- 
bers. Passion for the track brought both Anglo and Creole men to 
participate in the Attakapas Association for the Improvement of 
the Breed of Horses and the Franklin Jockey Club.62 Men of both 
groups came together to organize parish social events. Although 
Creoles had the reputation as the most avid and accomplished 
dancers, Anglo Americans also attended dances regularly. By 
1845 in St. Mary Parish, both Anglo American and Creole men 
shared the responsibility of organizing the Franklin Exchange 
Ball held every December "to which the ladies were respectfully 
invited to attend, without further notice."63 Recreational and so- 
cial clubs helped to reinforce the unity of the white planter class, 
while at the same time eroding barriers between the different 
cultures. 

If the ball committees encouraged women to attend, at least 
some felt no compunction to do so. As Mary Eliza Brashear, re- 
cently arrived in St. Mary Parish from Kentucky, told her sister 
disgustedly: "The people danse [sic] a great deal in this Country 
... they have balls every week in Franklin but I think there is too 

60A. B. Roman to Thomas Butler, April 9, 1833, Thomas Butler Papers. 

61Franklin Planters' Banner and Louisiana Agriculturist, July 20, 1848; Sep- 
tember 14, 1848; Iberville Gazette, October 23, 1852. 

62Conrad, New Iberia, 362; de Grummond, "A Social History of St. Mary Parish, 
1845-1860," 66. 

63Planters' Banner, December 6, 1845. 
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great a mixture; everybody is allowed to go.'64 In fact, the women 
of the sugar planter class did not feel able to blend together as 
seamlessly as did the men. Anglo American women rarely had a 
say in the decision to move to sugar country, and once there, they 
were less likely to marry into the Creole culture. Unlike the men 
of the planter class who were brought together by their political 
and economic transactions, female newcomers had few means for 
developing relationships with established residents. Many Anglo 
American women who had recently migrated to the region re- 
coiled from the local Catholic majority and longed for the Protes- 
tant communities they had left behind. Residing on her hus- 
band's plantation in St. Mary Parish, Francis Richardson's wife, 
Bethia, complained disgustedly of the local "prairie heathens," 
who made it a point "to give balls and danse [sic] on Sunday."65 
The fact that social conventions typically excluded women from 
shooting matches and gaming halls further created a sense of 
separation for planter wives, particularly Anglo Americans. In 
the early years of their residency in lower Louisiana, many Anglo 
American women complained of the social isolation. In Iberville 
Parish, Caroline Bell grumbled that she would almost "rather be 
stuck in the Deserts of Arabies as among such people."66 Bethia 
Richardson noted distastefully that she had "little predilection for 
the society" of the local Creoles.67 Some of the Creole women felt 
the same; Aimee Pedesclaux Winchester, herself the wife of an 
Anglo American, expressed relief upon encountering other Cre- 
oles while traveling on the East Coast. She noted that "all of us 
were happy to have found each other; they have met only foreign- 
ers."68 Within the patriarchy of Louisiana's plantation society, 
women had little control over their circumstances. Thus without 
the clear political and economic objectives that the men shared, it 

64Mary Eliza Brashear to Rebecca Brashear, February 19, 1825, series 1.1.1., 
folder 3, Brashear Family Papers, SHC. 

65Bethia Richardson to Nancy Bowman, December 12, 1841, series 1, Caffery 
Family Papers, SHC. 

66Caroline Bell to Edward Butler, April 19, 1826, folder 293, Butler Family Pa- 
pers, Historic New Orleans Collection (hereafter cited as HNOC). 

67Bethia Richardson to Francis Dubose Richardson, July 21, 1842, series 1, Caf- 
fery Family Papers, SHC. 

68Aim6e Pedesclaux Winchester to Carmelite Constant Winchester, July 4, 
1841, folder 9, Landry-Pedesclaux Papers, LLMVC. 
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took the women longer to reconcile themselves to the terms of 
their new, diverse communities. 

Ultimately, even the lonely wives and daughters of the Anglo 
Americans settled into their new community with a sense of be- 
longing. Ten years after despairing of finding friendship with the 
locals, Bethia Richardson joked that she had not visited her Cre- 
ole neighbor "for the very best of reasons! We cannot get across 
the Bayou."69 In this context as well, as marriages between Anglo 
Americans and French Louisianians became longstanding, they 
created valuable links for extended families on both sides, and 
provided the women with entry into each other's social circles. 
Browse Trist's Anglo American sister-in-law Virginia Randolph 
Trist gained social access to the drawing rooms of the most exclu- 
sive members of Louisiana society through her connection to Cre- 
ole sister-in-law Rosella Bringier Trist. She described those 
among her Creole circle of friends as "charming, accomplished 
and gay" noting that she was "so hospitably received that we soon 
felt at our ease."70 

As they worked to forge social links with each other, both the 
men and the women of the sugar planter class began to plan for 
the further cohesion of the next generation. Even those of the 
sugar planter class who had not intermarried soon discovered 
that, regardless of ethnicity, they shared many of the same as- 
sumptions about the value of education. Like their peers 
throughout the southeastern United States, Louisiana sugar 
planters sought the combination of schooling and training that 
best prepared their offspring for their specific station in life. 
Most installed live-in tutors to provide for their children's pri- 
mary schooling, and they revealed little reluctance to hire tutors 
of a different ethnicity than themselves. In 1845, James Gardner 
turned down a job with the Nortons of Mississippi as he was al- 
ready commissioned with a Creole family in Louisiana.71 A 
French tutor advertising in the Franklin Planter's Banner and 
Louisiana Agriculturist, emphasized that he could teach in "both 

69Bethia Richardson to Francis Dubose Richardson, February 2, 1852, series 1, 
Caffery Family Papers, SHC. 

70Virginia Trist to Nicholas Trist, November 4, 1852, subseries 1.5, Nicholas 
Philip Trist Papers, SHC. 

71James Gardner to Mary Norton, January 18, 1845, Norton/Chilton/Dameron 
Family Papers, SHC. 
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languages (French and English) and [could] give the best refer- 
ences as to character and qualification."72 

Planters in Louisiana placed particular importance on their 
children becoming fully bilingual, revealing their awareness that 
their community remained influenced equally by two different 
cultures. In St. Mary Parish, Margaret Brashear urged her 
daughters to apply themselves to their study of the French lan- 
guage "as perhaps it may hereafter be not only useful, but essen- 
tial."73 Caroline Bell sent her son to live with "old Mr. Habre" for 
a year, and later observed proudly that he had learned to speak 
French better than English during that period.74 Creole parents 
also sought the best means for improving their children's lan- 
guage skills. Writing to his brother from school in Maryland, 
Ernest Pedesclaux apologized for the quality of the letter, as it 
was the first he had ever written in English.75 

Elite Creole and Anglo Americans seemed united in their inter- 
est and cooperation in the creation of higher educational institu- 
tions in the parishes. In the creation of both the College of Or- 
leans in the city, and Jefferson College in St. James Parish, the 
subscriber and trustee lists revealed powerful men of both Anglo 
American and Creole heritage.76 In the Attakapas region, St. 
Charles College for boys, although founded as Jesuit institution, 
was open to Catholics and non-Catholics alike and both Anglo 
Americans and French Louisianians attended.77 Creole fathers, 
like their Anglo American counterparts, encouraged their sons to 
pursue schooling at the renowned Eastern institutions. In the 
1840s, Prosper Landry attended Georgetown College and the 
Bringiers sent their son to the University of Virginia. 

72Planter's Banner and Louisiana Agriculturist, February 3, 1848. 

73Margaret Brashear to Caroline Brashear, September 4, 1823, series 1.1.1, 
folder 2, Brashear Family Papers, SHC. 

74Caroline Bell to Edward Butler, June 2, 1824, folder 158, Butler Family Pa- 
pers, HNOC. 

75Ernest Pedesclaux to Phillippe Pedesclaux, September 1, 1846, Box 1, folder 
11, Landry-Pedesclaux Papers, LLMVC. 

76Subscription list for the College of Orleans, 1812, W. R. Buffington Papers, 
SHC; Lilian C. Bourgeois, Cabanocey: The History, Customs, and Folklore of St. 
James Parish (New Orleans, 1957), 82. 

77Alc6e Fortier, "The College of St. Charles in Grand Coteau, La.," Attakapas 
Gazette, 26 (1991): 9. 
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Friendships directly or indirectly the result of intermarriages 
provided Creole planters with the networks that furnished their 
sons with valuable connections within the Anglo American world. 
While attending college in the District of Columbia, Prosper 
Landry, related to both Anglo and Creole planter families of As- 
cension Parish, was pleased to meet presidential cabinet minis- 
ters and dine with the postmaster general, contacts made 
through his Anglo American relations and friends.78 Even as his 
marriage to Rosella Bringier insured Trist's fortune and provided 
Bringier access to valuable Anglo American political connections, 
it provided useful associations for the friends, relatives, and ac- 
quaintances of both men. As his sons headed to school in Phila- 
delphia, Bringier's neighbor Julien Labranche beseeched Trist's 
brother Nicholas to find them instruction in English, and encour- 
age them to acquit themselves "with honor" in their new sur- 
roundings.79 

Sugar planters pursued a different course in educating their 
daughters. Men of both ethnic groups emphasized bilingual lan- 
guage skills, but in a manner similar to planters elsewhere, they 
showed little concern about the depth of their daughters' learning 
in other subjects. Creole families and a few Anglo American ones 
relied on the local convents to impart basic skills and decorum. 
In the 1830s, the Johnson Female Academy was founded in As- 
cension Parish, and, shortly thereafter, Thomas Nicholls, then 
president, stressed that pupils would be schooled in both lan- 
guages or just French or just English, depending on parental 
preferences. Furthermore, he advertised that the religious faith 
of the students "shall be respected" and "Catholic students shall 
have the privilege of the services of the church and Protestants 
shall be required to attend public worship on the Sabbath when 
opportunity and convenience shall permit."80 Nicholls clearly did 
not intend for cultural barriers to keep the local elites from send- 
ing their daughters to his school. 

Education provided a young member of the planter class with 
the elegance of manners and the appropriate knowledge to suc- 

78B. I. Semmes to Prosper Landry, July 13, 1843, Box 1, folder 12, Landry- 
Pedesclaux Papers, LLMVC. 

79Julien LaBranche to Nicholas Trist, June 28, 1825, subseries 1.2, Nicholas 
Philip Trist Papers, SHC. 

80Donaldsonville Planter's Advocate, June 6, 1840. 
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cessfully join the elite society from which they were expected to 
find a mate. By the 1850s, many Anglo American planters were 
no longer newcomers in the sugar parishes, and their offspring 
shared society with Creole peers as a matter of course. If mar- 
riages between members of this second generation were ethni- 
cally mixed, they were still suitably within the neighborhood, and 
more importantly, within the planter class.81 

Ironically, if there is some truth to the "Creole myth" describing 
the "refinement" of aristocratic old French Louisianian families, 
it is expressed in the words of Anglo American Virginia Randolph 
Trist. Trist, who, by virtue of the fact that she was Thomas Jef- 
ferson's granddaughter, could claim the closest thing to an aristo- 
cratic lineage in the United States, might have been inclined to 
condescension regarding Creole culture. Yet she found her new 
Creole friends much superior to the Anglo Americans in Louisi- 
ana whom she described cuttingly as "rich parvenus, full of pre- 
tensions and the desire to eclipse all around."82 While the men of 
the planter class had their practical reasons for recognizing and 
reinforcing their common status, the women soon contributed as 
the subtler, more impressionistic, but no less important social 
arbiters. 

As Virginia Trist's disdain reveals, while language, culture, and 
religion were not important, class clearly mattered. The degree 
to which ethnicity could be subsumed by class interests, particu- 
larly in relation to marriage choice, is revealed in the contempt 
that elite parish residents shared regarding those who did not 
uphold class standards, particularly those who married beneath 
their station. Andrew Butler, the brother of Iberville Parish 
planter Edward Butler, was shocked when a woman of his social 
circle married "a Frenchman." On the face of it, his reaction sug- 
gests ethnic prejudice, but he went on to note that the problem 
was not that the groom was French, but that he was "such an ig- 
noble man and what is worst of all, a keeper of a fancy store in an 
obscure part of the city-poor little girl! How mortifying for her 
parents and how painful for her friends that she should have 

81Fox-Genovese, Within the Plantation Household, 209-10. 

82Virginia Trist to Nicholas Trist, November 4, 1852, subseries 1.5, Nicholas 
Philip Trist Papers, SHC. 
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fallen from her high estate."83 Abandoning her caste to merge her 
life with a mere shopkeeper was the true offense, according to 
Butler, not her willingness to cross a cultural and linguistic bar- 
rier. 

In this context, shared political and economic interests ce- 
mented through marriage and careful but selective cultivation of 
shared institutions allowed elite men and women to create a uni- 
fied hybrid society. Outsiders would interpret this society as dis- 
tinctly creole, that is, unique to Louisiana, but it mirrored the 
familiar social order of plantation societies throughout the South. 
What sharply distinguished the behavior of the sugar planters of 
south Louisiana from their counterparts in the rest of the Anglo 
American South was the degree to which they accepted so much 
diversity in their pursuit of the same interests. In contrast, the 
planters of Virginia or the Carolinas pursued mates for their chil- 
dren from their own social circle, choices so defined by homogene- 
ity that potential spouses likely shared a common neighborhood, 
religion, and often even the same bloodlines.84 In the Louisiana 
sugar parishes, it would seem that only shared wealth and slave- 
holding status mattered on the marriage market. 

If Louisiana sugar planters seemed unusually open to cultural 
diversity within their kin and social networks, there was one 
glaring exception to this rule. Free black men, regardless of 
whether they had achieved slaveholding or even planter status, 
were not included. White planters grudgingly acknowledged that 
black planters must be accorded rights and privileges in legal and 
commercial terms. In that context, white planters engaged in 
commercial transactions with free men of color, and heard their 
cases in parish courts, but white men of the sugar parishes had 
no intention of allowing them access to their political and social 
networks. Furthermore, Creoles of Color might live in the same 
communities as their white counterparts, but regardless of their 
wealth, education, or cultural achievements, they would not be 
considered marriage prospects for either Anglo American or Cre- 

83Andrew Butler to Edward Butler, June 28, 1824, folder 163, Butler Family 
Papers, HNOC. 

84Jane Turner Censer documented the intimate connections among planter cir- 
cles within North Carolina in her book North Carolina Planters and Their Chil- 
dren, 1800-1860 (Baton Rouge, 1984), 6-8. 
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ole whites, nor would they be invited to participate in other are- 
nas of the white planter society.85 

The most basic rationale for pursuing planter class unity, 
whether through marriage, or political and commercial partner- 
ships, centered on the necessity of protecting and stabilizing the 
plantation economy. In large part, that effort involved a shared 
commitment to enforcing an unchallenged racial order.86 In St. 
Mary Parish in 1820, a criminal case, State of Louisiana v. Anto- 
nio Frilot, F.M.C., reveals the nature of the consensus between 
white members of this ethnically diverse community. Frilot, a 
free man of color, was accused of inappropriate behavior towards 
a white planter. The court records explained that Frilot "with 
force and arms did insult and presume to conceive himself equal 
to a certain Charles Olivier a white person and one of the white 
people of the parish of St. Mary ... and he did not speak and an- 
swer with respect then and there." Ultimately, Frilot was found 
guilty by a white, but ethnically diverse, jury which fined him 
$500.87 The jury's decision left no doubt that any expression of 
racial equality would not be tolerated by white men of the sugar 
parishes, whether they were Anglo Americans or Creoles. 

Thus, Harnett Kane's fanciful comment, that no Creole could 
imagine marrying an American, ignores the real fault lines that 
defined social unity and division within the antebellum sugar 
parishes of Louisiana. The white sugar planters found common 
ground within two critical realities. First, they recognized the 
comforting familiarity of their common class status and sought 
ways to reinforce it in order to extend their political and economic 

85Even in late twentieth-century America, most white Americans have come to 
accept and embrace many variations of white ethnic difference while reinforcing 
the barrier between themselves and black Americans. For further investigation 
into this phenomenon, see Mary C. Waters, Ethnic Options: Choosing Identities in 
America (Berkeley, 1990), ch. 7. 

86For further discussion on how whites systematically worked to limit the rights 
and opportunities of free people of color in antebellum Louisiana, see Ira Berlin, 
Slaves without Masters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum South (New York, 
1974), 120-22. Thomas N. Ingersoll also addresses the manner in which both Cre- 
oles and Anglo Americans sought to restrict the rights and privileges of free blacks 
within New Orleans. See Thomas N. Ingersoll, Mammon and Manon in Early 
New Orleans: The First Slave Society in the Deep South, 1718-1819 (Knoxville, 
Tenn., 1999), ch. 11. 

87State of Louisiana v. Antonio Frilot, F.M.C. (1820), St. Mary Parish Criminal 
Records, St. Mary Parish Courthouse. 
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authority. Second, they shared an urgent commitment to a rigid 
racial hierarchy that helped them ignore their own cultural dif- 
ferences in order to maintain a permanent barrier between them- 
selves and the people of color whom they perceived as a threat to 
their authority. In this context, both the planter's daughter who 
married the French shopkeeper, and Antonio Frilot, the free man 
of color, broke the rules governing the boundaries defining class 
and race in this society. In doing so, both were condemned, al- 
though Frilot more harshly than Butler's genteel female ac- 
quaintance. In this context, formulating and protecting parish 
and social institutions, marriage chief among them, became the 
means by which the white sugar planters of antebellum Louisi- 
ana, regardless of their ethnic differences, vigilantly constructed 
and reinforced their political, economic, and social order. 
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